


FREEBIRD
Length: 30.20 metres (99' 1")
Beam: 6.70 metres (22')
Draft: 3.9 metres (13')
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Crew: 4
Built: 2011
Refit: 2020
Builder: Southern Wind Shipyard
Naval Architect: Farr Yacht Design
Flag: Maltese
Hull Construction: Composite
 
Air conditioning, WiFi connection on board

For those that enjoy sailing in comfort and style, Freebird is the
answer. Built in carbon composite and with advanced naval
architecture by Farr Yacht Design, she offers fast and fun
sailing without compromising on luxury and safety. The deck
and interior arrangements from Nauta Yacht Design offer a
high level of versatility and are focused on maximum efficiency
and privacy for both the guests and crew. 

On deck, she offers a comfortable center cockpit where guests
can relax and enjoy meals under the bimini and out of the
elements. The sprayhood and bimini with removable side
panels plus a full beam awning aft of the mast allow flexible

solutions for shading and protecting the guest areas. A
sunbathing lounge is located aft of the cockpit on the
bridgedeck and further aft, the steering cockpit where the
yacht is controlled undersail. 

The interior is centered around the main saloon that features a
large seating area to port and 8-person dining table to
starboard. The master and VIP cabins are located forward and
the two twin cabins are located aft. Freebird accommodates
up to eight guests in the four guest cabins, offering a high level
of privacy and separation between the guest and crew areas.

Graeme, Lynely and the crew are looking forward to
welcoming you onboard for an unforgettable sailing holiday.



KEY FEATURES

1 The deck plan has been designed for easy sailing and
comfort both for crew and guests

2
A dodger, bimini with removable side panels and a
boom-extended awning mean maximum flexibility for
shading the guest cockpit and the sun bathing area and
protecting guests from bad weather

3
A sunbathing area adjacent to the guest cockpit creates
an ample social area where those in the sun can
converse with those sitting in the shade

4
The separate aft crew cockpit is an ideal maneuvering
space with independent and direct access to crew
quarters without passing through the guest areas

5
The aft swimming platform has easy access to the water
and features a shower and handy storage for snorkeling
gear

6 The interior layout features a clear separation between
crew and guest areas for maximum privacy

7
The accommodation comprises two double twin cabins
and a VIP cabin further forward. The owner’s suite is
forward in the quietest area of the yacht and features a
vanity desk, a couch for two and a spacious en suite
bathroom with shower box

8
Freebird features a generously proportioned full beam
saloon, a large open space where eight to ten people
can relax and converse in comfort on couches and as
many again can be seated at the dining table
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SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 2 Double, 2 Twin

EQUIPMENT
Engines: Engine: Cummins QSB 5.9 MCD 305Hp

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: 1x 4.5m Walker Bay tender with 70hp
Yamaha engine.
1x Tiwal inflatable sailing dinghy
1x 3-person inflatable kayak
1x 3-person towable wing
2 x Subwings
1x Wakeboard with assorted boot sizes
1x Inflatable stand-up paddle board
1x pair of waterskis
1x Full size hybrid bicycle
Assorted snorkelling equipment



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


